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The possibility of expressing the total particle and energy reflection coefficients of low-energy
photons in the form of universal functions valid for different shielding materials is investigated
in this paper. The analysis is based on the results of Monte Carlo simulations of photon reflection by using MCNP, FOTELP, and PENELOPE codes. The normal incidence of the narrow
monoenergetic photon beam of the unit intensity and of initial energies from 20 keV up to
100 keV is considered, and particle and energy reflection coefficients from the plane homogenous targets of water, aluminum, and iron are determined and compared. The representations
of albedo coefficients on the initial photon energy, on the probability of large-angle photon
scattering, and on the mean number of photon scatterings are examined. It is found out that
only the rescaled albedo coefficients dependent on the mean number of photon scatterings have
the form of universal functions and these functions are determined by applying the least square
method.
Key words: photon reflection, total number albedo, total energy albedo, Monte Carlo method, mean
number of photon scatterings

INTRODUCTION
It has been known that particle reflection from a
planar target can be described by universal functions
and that has been the topic of extensive research, analyses, and application in the physics of ions – particularly in the analyses of the reflection of light low-energy ions from heavy targets (the energy domain of
hundreds of eV to tens of keV) [1-5]. Recently, it has
been shown that the reflection of high-energy (MeV
domain) light ions can be described by the universal
functions valid for all light ions and heavy targets as
well [6]. Universal functions for the ion reflection
have been found by rescaling, i. e., replacing energy or
reduced energy as an independent variable in the analyses by a new complex variable – function n. This
quantity denotes the number of large-angle scatterings
of light ions in the target material during their penetration before their final stopping.
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In this paper we investigate the possibility to describe photon reflection in the domain of initial energies of up to 100 keV, i. e., to describe the total photon
coefficients – the total number albedo a N ( E 0, q0 ) and
the total energy albedo a E ( E 0, q0 ) – by universal
functions valid for typical shielding materials used for
protection from ionizing radiation. In order to explain
clearly the baseline for the concept of universal functions, our discussion will start with the standard representation of the reflection coefficients dependent on
the initial photon energy, then will proceed with the
probability of large-angle photon scattering, and finally will focus on the mean number of photon
scatterings before the final reflection from the planar
target.
The results presented in this paper are a part of the
systematic research of low-energy photon reflection
performed during several years and partly published
elsewhere [7-10]. Values for the total number and energy albedo were calculated based on the Monte Carlo
simulations of photon reflection by MCNP [11],
FOTELP [12], and PENELOPE [13] codes. The normal
incidence of a photon beam, with the initial energies of
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20 keV to 100 keV, to the homogenous infinite slab of a
shielding material (water, aluminum, and iron) was
modeled and simulated. Angular and energy dependent
albedo coefficients were determined, as well as the
mean number of consecutive scatterings before the final
reflection from the target material. These data have
been generated during a longer period from Monte
Carlo simulations and from the subsequent analyses,
and they have been used as a basis for the development
of the universal function concept presented here.

DEFINITION OF REFLECTION
COEFFICIENTS
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In practice, reflection coefficients are calculated
based on the difference albedo coefficients
a Nji ( E 0 , q0 ) , generated from the Monte Carlo numerical experiment, which corresponds to the integrals of
the differential spectral albedo a( E 0 , q0 ; E , q, j ) over
the selected photon energy interval DEj and the chosen
solid angle segment DWi
a Nji ( E 0 , q0 ) =
2p

and is named differential spectral albedo – the energy-angular distribution of backscattered radiation.
Sometimes this quantity is called double-differential
albedo in order to emphasize its differential characrter
with regard to both energy E and the direction vector W.
Total albedo coefficients can be obtained by the
integration of the double-differential albedo over the
energy and solid angle domain: total number albedo
E0

0

= ò dj ò dE ò a( E 0 , q0 ; E , q, j )sin q d q

Total albedo coefficients are defined as integrals
of the differential particle albedo over the angle and
energy [8, 9, 14]. Differential albedo is defined for a
narrow photon beam of a unit intensity and initial energy E0 which hits the planar half-space scattering media in the point selected as origin of the co-ordiante
system under the polar angle q0, measured from the
line perpendicular to the boundary plane. This quantity represents probability for the photon reflection
from the unit area of the scattering media located
arround the point of incidence (x, y, z = 0) where reflected photons have the energy in the unit interval dE
arround the energy E and the direction in the unit solid
an
r gle dW arround the direction defined by the vector
W. This differential albedo is denoted as
a( E 0 , q0 ; E , q, j, x, y ), where q and j are polar and azimuthal angle of the reflected photons.
The point of the photon detection in experimental practice is far enough from the boundary surface of
the scattering media so it can be assumed that photons
are reflected from the same point where the incident
beam hits the media. Thus, differential albedo can be
presented as a quantity which has no dependence on
the space co-ordinates x and y
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Difference number albedo a Nji ( E 0 , q0 ) represents probability for photon reflection from the boundary surface within the energy interval DEj and the solid
angle element DWi integrated over the azimuthal angle. Similar to the total number albedo, this quantity is
dimensionless.
Details on the performed Monte Carlo simulations and on the way difference albedo coefficients
a Nji ( E 0 , q0 ) for water, aluminum, and iron were calculated are presented in ref. [14]. The set of values for difference albedo coefficients a Nji ( E 0 , q0 ) calculated on
the basis of the simulation results was obtained for nine
equal intervals of the polar angle q, each 10° wide, and
for ten equally wide energy intervals (E0/10 is the width
of each energy group). The total number albedo can be
obtained by summing difference coefficients
a Nji ( E 0 , q0 ) over all the angle and energy intervals
10 9

a N (E 0 ) =

å å a Nji ( E 0 , q0 )

(5)

j =1 i =1

while total energy albedo is obtained according to definition (3)
9
1 10
(6)
aE (E 0 ) =
å E j å a Nji ( E 0 , q0 )
E 0 j =1 i =1
where Ej denotes average energy of the j-th energy interval.
In the expressions (5) and (6) for the total reflection coefficients, argument q0 has been omitted as the
analysis deals with the normal photon incidence (q0 =
= 0°) to the target material only .
THREE REPRESENTATIONS OF THE
REFLECTION COEFFICIENTS

Three materials were selected for the analyses –
water, aluminum, and iron. Water represented a predominantly scattering media while iron was chosen as
a predominantly absorbing media for photons. The
considerations presented here cover the following representations of the reflection coefficients: (a) traditional representation – albedo dependence on the ini-
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tial photon energy E0, (b) novel representation –
albedo dependence on the probability of large-angle
photon scattering, i. e., on parameter c¢, and (c) newest
interpretation – the dependence of reflection coefficients on the mean number of photon scatterings n.

Coefficients dependent on the initial
photon energy E0
The values for the total number albedo aN(E0) for
water, aluminum, and iron are given in tab. 1. For all
three materials these coefficients were calculated by
MCNP code for nine initial photon energies ranging
from 20 keV to 100 keV, with the initial energy increment of 10 keV. The results were verified by FOTELP
and PENELOPE codes for the initial photon energies
of 40 keV, 60 keV, and 100 keV.
The agreement between the values calculated by
MCNP and FOTELP codes for water is very good,
ranging from less than 10% of relative discrepancy for
the lower limit of the initial photon energies and reaching only 2-3% for the upper limit of 100 keV and the
initial energies close to this one. PENELOPE code
gives the values of the reflection coefficients laying
between these two sets of results, a bit closer to the results obtained by FOTELP code. Similar conclusion
about the agreement of the results is valid for aluminum, where all three sets of results are within
0.5-2% for the initial photon energy of 100 keV. For
the iron target the discrepancies of the results are
higher. MCNP and PENELOPE codes are in better
agreement: for the initial photon energy of 40 keV relative discrepancies are bellow 30% while for 60 keV

and 100 keV the agreement is much better reducing
discrepancies to less than 2%. The FOTELP code results differ from the MCNP results more for low initial
energies, but for 100 keV the agreement is within 4%.
Generally, the results obtained by three different codes
are closer for higher initial photon energies than for
lower ones, and the satisfactory agreement was not obtained for the iron target and low initial photon energies. Such behavior of the results can be explained by
high photon absorption in iron, especially for low initial photon energies (for E0 = 40 keV the total number
albedo for iron is more than 20 times lower than the
albedo for water), so the simulation of the photon reflection has to be performed with very large number of
photon histories to get reliable results. It has to be
noted that the MCNP simulations involved three times
more photon histories than the simulations with two
other codes [8]. Thus, the FOTELP and PENELOPE
results for the iron target and the lowest initial photon
energies have the highest statistical uncertainties
amongst the Monte Carlo results considered. For the
initial photon energy of 100 keV, where nine times
more photons are reflected from iron than for 40 keV,
the reliability of the results is higher and the agreement
between the three codes is quite satisfactory.
The results for the total energy albedo for water,
aluminum and iron and the initial photon energies
from 20 keV to 100 keV, with 10 keV energy increment, obtained from the simulations of photon reflection performed by MCNP code are presented in tab. 2.
The values of the reflection coefficients aN(E0)
and aE(E0) for water, given there, are in a very good
agreement with the referent results from Mashkovich
Manual [15], which is illustrated in tab. 3.

Table 1. Total photon number albedo for water, aluminum, and iron obtained by numerical simulation using MCNP (1),
FOTELP (2), and PENELOPE (3) codes
E0 [keV]
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

Water
(1)

(2)

0.0478
0.128
0.209
0.273
0.319
0.351
0.373
0.389
0.400

0.0435
0.117
0.196
0.259
0.306
0.340
0.363
0.379
0.391

Aluminum
(3)

(1)
0.00728
0.0232
0.0490
0.0809
0.114
0.145
0.173
0.197
0.216

0.201
0.309

0.392

Table 2. Total photon energy albedo for water, aluminum,
and iron obtained by numerical simulation using MCNP
code
E0 [keV]

Water

Aluminum

Iron

20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

0.0453
0.116
0.178
0.223
0.251
0.262
0.266
0.266
0.264

0.00686
0.0215
0.0425
0.0686
0.0953
0.116
0.133
0.146
0.156

0.00831
0.00425
0.00526
0.00854
0.0130
0.0175
0.0225
0.0277
0.0333

(2)

Iron
(3)

0.0473

0.0517

0.110

0.115

0.213

0.216

(1)
0.0224
0.0102
0.00890
0.0115
0.0162
0.0221
0.0291
0.0365
0.0444

(2)

(3)

0.0053

0.0064

0.0142

0.0164

0.0422

0.0451

Table 3. Comparison of MCNP simulations
with the referent results for total albedo
coefficients
Albedo
coefficient

Source of
results

aN (E0)
aE (E0)

Initial photon energy E0 [keV]
20

50

100

MCNP simulation
Mashkovich [15]

0.048
0.050

0.273
0.276

0.400
0.391

MCNP simulation
Mashkovich [15]

0.045
0.047

0.224
0.227

0.264
0.257
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It can be concluded that for both analyzed total
albedo coefficients there is a good agreement of the results calculated based on the MCNP simulations of
photon reflection from water with the referent results
for water. For the entire initial photon energy domain
up to 100 keV discrepancies are within 2-3%.
Figures 1 and 2 show total reflection coefficients
as a function of the initial photon energy E0. It is obvious that both number and energy coefficients are not
only dependent on the initial photon energy E0, but
there is also a strong dependency on the target mate-
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Coefficients dependent on the parameter c¢
– probability of large-angle photon scattering
Probability for the photon scattering in the energy domain of up to 100 keV is determined by the ratio of the sum of linear interaction coefficients for coherent (Rayleigh) scattering mcoh and non-coherent
(Compton) scattering mC and the total interaction coefficient m (the sum of the linear coefficients for
photo-electric effect, coherent and non-coherent scattering). As there are small-angle photon scatterings
during a coherent interaction, where the reduced energy of the scattered photon is very close to the energy
of the incident photon, for not so precise analyses of
the photon interactions it is possible to neglect the contribution of the coherent photon scatterings. Then the
probability of photon scattering is defined by [10]
c¢ =

Figure 1. Total number albedo as a function of the initial
photon energy E0

Figure 2. Total energy albedo as a function of the initial
photon energy E0

rial. That is why in many papers and manuals dealing
with radiation protection the albedo coefficients for
the limited number of the most important shielding
materials have been presented in tables or graphs [15].
According to the best knowledge of the authors, there
has been no attempt or example in the available literature to present total photon reflection coefficients as
unique functions which would be valid for several important shielding materials.

mC
m¢

(7)

where m¢ is the sum of the coefficients for photo-electric effect and Compton scattering. The parameter c¢
can be understood as a probability of large-angle photon scattering.
Recently, by introducing this parameter into
photon reflection analyses, a simpler and more clear
insight into the photon reflection process in the energy
domain of up to 100 keV has been achieved [10, 14]. It
has been demonstrated that with increasing parameter
c¢ the number of scatterings that photons undergo before the final escape from the material increases as
well and that value c¢ determines the angular and energy distribution of the albedo coefficients. Here the
behavior of the total albedo coefficients as the functions of the parameter c¢ is analysed in brief. It has to be
noted that with the increase of the initial photon energy
up to 100 keV the parameter c¢ reaches the value close
to 1 for water or approximately 0.9 for aluminum,
while for iron the initial photon energy of 100 keV corresponds to c¢ value of about 0.4 (tab. 4).
Figures 3 and 4 show total albedo coefficients as
functions of the parameter c¢ instead of the initial photon energy E0. This rescaling of the abscissa (x-axis)
was done by calculating c¢ value for each material for
the given initial photon energy E0 based on the data
from literature [15].
It can be seen from figs. 3 and 4 that total reflection coefficients for different materials do not differ
too much for the same c¢ values and that their graphs
Table 4. Parameter c¢ – probability of large-angle photon
scattering
Material

Initial photon energy E0 [keV]
20

40

60

80

100

Water

0.245

0.763

0.922

0.968

0.983

Aluminum

0.042

0.298

0.607

0.791

0.885

Iron

0.005

0.039

0.122

0.247

0.389
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Figure 3. Total number albedo as a function of the
probability of large-angle photon scattering c¢

material and n was calculated from the data corresponding to the absolute peak of these distributions
(see tab. 5). This peak always belongs to the exit polar
angle interval q Î (40°, 50°), where q is measured
from the outward normal of the incident target plane.
Looking at the exit photon energy, the peak of the reflected photon energy distribution is shifted from
higher to lower energies with the increase in number of
scatterings undergone before the final photon reflection. It was already noted [10] that the number of photon scatterings and, consequently, the mean number of
scatterings n depended on both the target material and
the initial photon energy E0: in lighter materials and
for higher energies, photons are reflected after a larger
number of scatterings than in heavier materials and at
lower initial photon energies. This is how figs. 5 and 6
were generated.

Table 5. Parameter n – mean number of photon
scatterings before escaping target material
Initial photon energy E0 [keV]

Material

Figure 4. Total energy albedo as a function of the
probability of large-angle photon scattering c¢

have similar increasing trends. Although rescaling the
x-axis from E0 to c¢ did not result in obtaining universal functions for total photon reflection, this step contributed in the right direction anyway – towards the
better compliance of the reflection coefficients for different materials.

20

40

50

60

100

Water

1.24

–

1.93

–

2.63

Aluminum

–

1.29

–

1.43

1.69

Iron

–

1.06

–

–

1.23

It can be seen that the values for total reflection
coefficients form only one curve with the common
shape for all the materials considered. Universal
curves in the form of the second degree polynomials
were determined by applying the least square methods: for total number albedo
aN ( n ) = -0.639 + 0.687 n - 0112
.
n2

(8)

and for total energy albedo
a E ( n ) = -0.604 + 0.680 n - 0133
.
n2

(9)

Coefficients dependent on the parameter n
– mean number of photon scatterings
The dependence of the total reflection coefficients on the mean number of photon scatterings n before the final escape from the target was analysed
based on the results of Monte Carlo simulations performed by FOTELP code. For all three shielding materials and for each selected initial photon energy E0, the
mean number of photon scattering n before escaping
from the target media was determined by the numerical processing of the simulation results. The outcomes
of the FOTELP code simulations were the angular-energy distributions of reflected photons decomposed
according to the number of photon collisions in the

Figure 5. Total number albedo as a function of the mean
number of photon scatterings n
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Vladan QUBENOV, Rodoqub D. SIMOVI],
Srpko MARKOVI] , Radovan D. ILI]
UKUPNI KOEFICIJENTI REFLEKSIJE NISKOENERGETSKIH
FOTONA PREDSTAVQENI KAO UNIVERZALNE FUNKCIJE
U radu je ispitana mogu}nost prikazivawa ukupnih ~esti~nih i energetskih
koeficijenata refleksije niskoenergetskih fotona za{titnih materijala u obliku univerzalnih
funkcija. Analiza se zasniva na rezultatima Monte Karlo simulacija fotonske refleksije koji su
dobijeni programima MCNP, FOTELP i PENELOPE. Simuliran je vertikalni prodor uskog
monoenergetskog snopa fotona jedini~nog intenziteta sa po~etnim energijama od 20 keV do 100 keV,
u ravne homogene mete na~iwene od vode, aluminijuma i gvo`|a i izra~unata je ~esti~na i
energetska refleksija. Prikazani su albedo koeficijenti u zavisnosti od po~etne energije
fotona, od verovatno}e rasejawa fotona na veliki ugao i od sredweg broja rasejawa fotona.
Pokazano je da jedino albedo koeficijenti dati u zavisnosti od sredweg broja rasejawa fotona
imaju oblike univerzalnih funkcija, koje su odre|ene primenom metode najmawih kvadrata.
Kqu~ne re~i: refleksija fotona, ukupni brojni albedo, ukupni energetski albedo, Monte
.........................Karlo metoda, sredwi broj rasejawa fotona

